Slecturers and facilitators with the Outreach program participants.

UMS students organize Outreach program for pupils and villagers in the field of education in the future," he said. He said UMS was concerned about developing rural education and the rural students should become an asset to change the rural community in the future.

He said the program was held at SK Karagasan to focus more on education through subjects that would focus on excellence and academic activities of the students.

He said the program was held at SK Karagasan to focus more on education through subjects that would focus on excellence and academic activities of the students.

He said the program had been implemented by UPPLB UMS for several years successfully and was even effective in changing and transforming education, especially in encouraging youth and community motivation to provide information to the next generation of students about the opportunities for further education and career opportunities.

Program director Leeda Kinsin said the four-day program was attended by 24 postgraduate students who became facilitators in conducting a four-day program for SK Karagasan pupils and local community in Kampung Karagasan.

She said the objective of the program was to expose students in Master's Postgraduate Education Program in planning and conducting community-based projects. At the same time she said the program could help increase student motivation to learn English, Mathematics and Science. The program emphasized on modular and thinking skills oriented towards higher-order thinking in the construction of science modules by the participants, she said.

She said the program was organized by UMS UPPLB in collaboration with the Ranau District Education Office, Community Development Leader Unit and postgraduate students of UMS Curriculum and Teaching program.

Khalid, who is also the program coordinator, said students should be exposed to learning activities such as student-centered and content-oriented, with learning in Mathematics and English modules.

“The program is also assisted by some volunteers of the Association of Concerned Citizens of Sabah (SUKE) and officials of Digi and a group of rural students and parents could spur them to come forward with the initiatives,” she said.

In the UMS Outreach program with the Rural Education (RE) Unit of UMS, Dr Khalid Zaheer, said the program emphasized on modular construction by the facilitators with the students that shared their knowledge with SK Karagasan pupils and villagers here recently.

The program emphasized on modular construction by the facilitators with the students that shared their knowledge with SK Karagasan pupils and villagers here recently.

She said the program was officiated by the Assistant Education Officer of Ranau, Fadiul Shemery who urged the local people to use experience and knowledge shared in the UMS Outreach program that provided useful input to transform the society through education.

“We are confident that the UMS's noble efforts to disseminate and share information and update learning skills with rural students and parents could spur them to come forward with the initiatives,” she said.

Pupils participating in Science and Mathematics learning activity.